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Abstract—In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in
the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for speech applica-
tions, and it seems that a new trend to move the speech technology
forward has begun. Two main contributions have triggered such
a new trend: 1) a major advance has been made in training the
weights in deep neural networks (DNNs), and a pre-trained deep
neural network hiddenMarkov model (DNN-HMM) hybrid archi-
tecture has outperformed a conventional Gaussian mixture model
hidden Markov model (GMM-HMM) automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) system on a challenging business search dataset, and 2)
it has been shown that phoneme classification can be boosted by
using a hierarchical structure of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs)
trained to model long-span temporal patterns with beneficial ef-
fects on language recognition tasks. In this work, we combine these
two lines of research and demonstrate that word recognition accu-
racy can be significantly enhanced by arranging DNNs in a hierar-
chical structure to model long-term energy trajectories. The pro-
posed solution has been evaluated on the 5000-word Wall Street
Journal task, resulting in consistent and significant improvements
in both phone and word recognition accuracy rates. We have also
analyzed the effects of various modeling choices on the system per-
formance, and several architectural solutions have been compared.

Index Terms—Automatic speech recognition, deep neural net-
works, large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

A RTIFICIAL neural networks (ANNs) are powerful pat-
tern recognition tools that have been used for several

real world applications over the past years, and the notion of
using ANNs to improve speech-recognition performance has
been around since the latest 1980s. In connectionist speech
recognition systems [1], which is the topic of this paper, ANNs
are employed to estimate the state emission probabilities of
hidden Markov model (HMM) ASR using Bayes rule. These
connectionist speech recognizers are commonly referred to as
ANN-HMM hybrid systems in the literature. Several neural
architectures have been proposed to build ANN-HMM hybrid
systems, but the feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is
by far the most popular as it provides an attractive compromise
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between recognition rate, recognition speed, and memory
resources. These ASR hybrid systems were seen as a promising
technique for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
(LVCSR) in the mid-1990s. Indeed, it is known that ANNs
are much better than GMMs, commonly used in the speech
community to estimate emission probabilities of HMM states,
in learning models of data that lie on or near a nonlinear
manifold [2]; nonetheless, ANN-HMM systems have never
outperformed conventional GMM-HMM systems trained with
discriminative parameter estimation techniques [3]–[5]. As
discussed in [2], the ANN-HMM hybrid system’s performance
has been damped down by the lack of adequate algorithms to
train ANN with more than a single hidden non-linear layer
on large amounts of speech data. Therefore, shallow neural
architectures have often been adopted for speech applications.
Neural architectures have thus had scarce use in commer-

cial speech-recognition solutions so far except for providing
probabilistic features to be appended to the standard short-time
spectral features. The so-called TANDEM approach [6], [7] is
a successful example of using one or more ANNs to extract
speech features based on phoneme posterior probabilities,
which are in turn used to augment the input of conventional
HMM based ASR systems. Bottle-Neck features, first intro-
duced in [8], are an extension of these TANDEM features,
and allow better recognition results. The key difference be-
tween TANDEM and Bottle-Neck features is that the latter are
obtained as linear outputs of the neurons in the bottle-neck
layer. Nevertheless, two key events have revitalized interest in
neural architectures for ASR systems in recent years, namely:
(1) it has been shown that high-accuracy automatic language
recognition systems can be designed by training a hierar-
chical structure of MLPs to learn long-span temporal patterns
[9]–[13]. The rationale behind this success is that longer term
dependencies have proven to provide phonetic, sub-lexical
and lexical knowledge [14], and (2) a major advance has been
made in training densely connected, generative deep belief nets
(DBNs) with many hidden layers [15]. The core idea of the
DBN training algorithm suggested in [16] is to first initialize the
weights of each layer greedily in a purely unsupervised way by
treating each pair of layers as a restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) and then to fine-tune all the weights jointly to further
improve the likelihood. The resulting DBN can be considered
as a hierarchy of nonlinear feature detectors that can capture
complex statistical patterns in data. For classification tasks, the
same DBN pre-training algorithm can be used to initialize the
weights in deep neural networks (DNNs)—MLPs with many
hidden layers. In [17], the context-dependent DNN-HMM was
proposed and successfully applied to LVCSR tasks, and good
phonetic features classification accuracies were reported in
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[18]. Pre-training can serve as a regularizer that prevents over-
training [19] especially useful when largest neural architectures
have more parameters than there are frames in the training set.
In this work, these two lines of research are combined to-

gether, and the overall proposed system consists of a cascade of
DNNs that are trained on long-term energy trajectories. Evalua-
tion on the Nov92 test set of the 5000-word Wall Street Journal
task [20] demonstrates that high-accuracy frame-wise classifi-
cation can be attained. As for word recognition, the proposed
hierarchical structure of DNNs outperforms both a stand-alone
DNN trained on short-term spectral features and similar hier-
archical configurations that employ MLPs with a single hidden
layer. Furthermore, notably improved accuracy is attained by
using senones (tied triphone states) [21].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

briefly introduces the deep neural architecture used in this work.
The experimental setup and results are presented in Section III,
where the long-span temporal patterns used in this work are also
introduced. Our findings are given in Section IV.

II. DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

A DNN is a multi-layer perceptron with many hidden layers.
The main challenge in learning DNNs is to devise efficient
training strategies in order to escape poor local optima of the
complicated nonlinear error surface introduced by the large
number of hidden layers. A common practice is to initialize the
parameters of each layer greedily and generatively by treating
each pair of layers in DNNs as a restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) before performing a joint optimization of all the layers
[15]. This learning strategy enables discriminative training to
start from well initialized weights and is used in this study.

A. Restricted Boltzman Machines

A bipartite graph with a visible layer and a hidden layer can
be used to represent an RBM. The stochastic units in the vis-
ible layer only connect to the stochastic units in the hidden
layer. The units in the visible layer are typically represented by
Bernoulli or Gaussian distributions and the units in the hidden
layer are commonly represented with Bernoulli distributions.
Gaussian-Bernoulli RBMs can convert real-valued stochastic
variables (such as short-term spectral features) to binary sto-
chastic variables that can then be further processed using the
Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBMs.
Given the model parameters , the joint distribution

over the visible units and hidden units in
the RBMs can be defined as

(1)

where is an energy function, and the partition func-
tion is represented by . The mar-
ginal probability that the model assigns to a visible vector is

(2)

For a Bernoulli (visible)-Bernoulli (hidden) RBM, the energy
is

(3)

where represents the symmetric interaction between visible
unit and hidden unit and are the bias terms at the
visible and hidden layers, respectively, and and are the
numbers of visible and hidden units. The conditional probabili-
ties can be efficiently calculated as

(4)

(5)

where .
Similarly, for a Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM, the energy is

(6)

The corresponding conditional probabilities become

(7)

(8)

where takes real values and follows a conditional Gaussian
distribution with mean and variance one.
The parameters in RBMs can be optimized to maximize log

likelihood, log , and can be updated as

(9)

where is the expectation that and occur
together in the training set and is the same ex-
pectation under the distribution defined by the model. Because

is extremely expensive to compute exactly, the
contrastive divergence (CD) approximation to the gradient
is used, where is replaced by running the Gibbs
sampler initialized at the data for one full step [15].

B. Deep Neural Network Training Process

The last layer of a DNN transforms a number of Bernoulli dis-
tributed units into a multinomial distribution using the softmax
operation

(10)
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where denotes the input being classified into the th
class, and is the weight between hidden unit at the last
layer and class label . To learn the DNNs, we first train a
Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM generatively in which the visible
layer is the continuous input vector constructed from
frames of speech features, and is the number of look-forward
and look-backward frames. We then use Bernoulli-Bernoulli
RBMs for the remaining layers. When pre-training the next
layer, from the previous layer
is used as the visible input vector based on the mean-field
theory. This process continues until the last layer, where error
back-propagation (BP) is used to fine-tune all the parameters
jointly by maximizing the frame-level cross-entropy between
the true and the predicted probability distributions over class
labels.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In the following sections, the experimental setup is first pre-
sented. Then the experimental results are given and discussed.
In all experiments, the classical back-propagation algorithm
with cross-entropy error function was used to train the shallow
MLPs. The DNN training procedure adopted in this work was
outlined in Section II.

A. Experimental Setup

Corpus: The 5,000-word speaker independent WSJ0 (5k-
WSJ0) corpus [20] was used for all experiments. The param-
eters of all classifiers presented in this study were estimated
using training material from the SI-84 set (7077 utterances from
84 speakers, i.e., 15.3 hours of speech). A cross-validation (cv)
set was generated by extracting 200 sentences out of the SI-84
training set. The cv set accounts for about 3% of the SI-84 set
and was used to terminate the training. The remaining 6877
SI-84 sentences were used as training material. Evaluation was
carried out on the Nov92 evaluation data (330 utterances from
8 speakers). The number of phonemes was 40.
Speech Features: Two sets of speech features were extracted
and evaluated, namely short-term spectral-based features and
long-span temporal patterns of spectral energies.
Short-term spectral-based feature: Mel-frequency Cepstral

Coefficients (MFCCs) [22] were used as acoustic parametriza-
tion of the speech signal. Spectral analysis was performed using
a 23 channel Mel filter bank from 0 Hz to 8 kHz. The cep-
stral analysis was carried out with a Hamming window of 25
ms and a frame shift of 10 ms. For each frame, twelve MFCC
features plus the zero-th coefficient were computed. The first
and second time derivatives of the cepstra were also computed
and appended to the static components to yield a 39-dimensional
feature-vector.
Long-span temporal patterns of spectral energies: Split tem-

poral context (STC) features [10] were adopted as long-span
temporal patterns. In order to generate these features a hier-
archical structure of neural networks was built and trained on
long-term energy trajectories. Specifically, spectral analysis was
performed using a 23 channel Mel filter bank. For each critical
band a window of 310 ms centered around the frame being pro-
cessed was considered and split in two halves: left-context and
right-context. Two independent “lower networks” were trained

on those two halves and generated left- and right-context class
posterior probabilities, such as (sub-)phoneme posteriors, re-
spectively. The discrete cosine transform was applied to the
input of these lower nets to reduce the input dimensionality to
253 (i.e., only 11 coefficients are kept for each critical band).
The outputs of the two lower nets were then sent to a third
“upper network,” which acted as a merger and gave the class
posterior probabilities at a (sub-)phoneme level.
Neural Architectures: One- and two-stage configurations were
investigated. In the one-stage configuration, a single neural ar-
chitecture was used. The STC architecture (i.e., a cascade of two
neural networks) was adopted for the two-stage configuration.
Several neural architectures were thus built, and we here present
those solutions that delivered the best performance:
MFC-MLP_PHN: An MLP with a single hidden layer having

2000 nodes is trained to model a window of eleven (11) frames
of 39-dimensional MFCC vectors, and produces phoneme pos-
terior probabilities. Therefore, the input size is equal to 429, and
the output size is equal to 40.
MFC-DNN_PHN: A DNN with a 5 hidden layers, and 2048

nodes per hidden layer is trained to model a window of eleven
(11) frames of 39-dimensional MFCC vectors, and produces
phoneme posterior probabilities. Therefore, the input size is
equal to 429, and the output size is equal to 40.
STC-MLP_PHN: Shallow MLPs are used to implement the

building blocks of the STC features. EachMLP has 1500 hidden
nodes and produces phoneme posterior probabilities. Thus, the
input size of the “lower nets” is 253, after dimensionality reduc-
tion with discrete cosine transform, and the output size is equal
to 40. The input size of the “upper net” is therefore 80, and its
output size is equal to 40.
STC-DNN_PHN: The difference with the STC-MLP PHN ar-

chitecture is that DNNs with 5 hidden layers, and 2048 nodes
per hidden layer are used in place of shallow MLPs.
MFC-MLP_SEN: A shallow MLP with a single hidden layer

having 2000 nodes was trained to model a window of eleven
(11) frames of 39-dimensional MFCC vectors, and produces
senone posterior probabilities. Senones were generated using
the procedure outlined in [21], and the final number of tied tri-
phone states was equal to 2818. Therefore, the input size is equal
to 429, and the output size is equal to 2818.
MFC-DNN_SEN: With respect to the MFC-MLP_SEN con-

figuration, a DNN with 5 hidden layers, and 2048 nodes per
hidden layer is used.
STC-DNN_SEN: In this configuration senones are used along

with STC features generated with DNNs. If we were to use
senones to train “lower level” DNNs, the input dimension of
the feature vectors for the “upper net” will be too big, and that
may lead to over-fitting issues. To overcome this problem, the
“lower nets” produce phoneme posterior probabilities; whereas,
the “upper net” uses posterior probabilities of senones as net-
work outputs (i.e., 2818 target classes). All DNN have 5 hidden
layers, and each hidden layer has 2048 nodes.
The total number of parameters for each neural architecture

is reported (in parentheses) in the second column of Table I.

B. Experimental Results

Table I reports frame-wise classification results for the above
mentioned neural architectures. By a visual inspection of this
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TABLE I
FRAME CLASSIFICATION RATES (IN %) WITH DIFFERENT NEURAL
ARCHITECTURES. NOTE THAT THE NUMBER OF SENONE CLASSES

IS MUCH HIGHER THAN THAT OF PHONE CLASSES

TABLE II
WORD ERROR RATES (WERS) (IN %) ON THE NOVEMBER 1992 TEST

SENTENCES WITH DIFFERENT HYBRID ASR CONFIGURATIONS

table, it can be concluded that the two-stage configuration al-
ways leads to higher accuracies. Therefore, classification re-
sults can be hierarchically improved. Second, DNNs always
boost system performance independently of the input speech
features. Table II shows the word error rates (WERs) attained
with hybrid ASR systems with the two best neural architec-
tures using phoneme-based output classes, and two best solu-
tions with senone-based output classes. It can be argued that
the higher the classification accuracy is, the lower the WER is.
Therefore, there is a tight link between quality of the posterior
estimates and ASR performance. Lower WERs can be attained
by using posterior probabilities of senones as network outputs,
and DNNs always boost recognition accuracy. The use of hier-
archical structure of neural architectures has also a beneficial ef-
fect on LVCSR task. Finally, the STC-DNN_SEN-HMM hybrid
system significantly outperforms all of the other ASR system re-
ported in Table II with a final WER of 5.2%. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge this represent the best reported results on
the Nov’92 task obtained using an ANN-HMM hybrid system,
and it therefore confirms our initial intuition: LVCSR perfor-
mance can be improved by combining DNNs and long-span
temporal patterns.

IV. SUMMARY

Experimental evidence has shown that two-stage configura-
tions allow for better frame-classification accuracies. System
performance can also be improved by replacing MLP with a
single non-linear hidden layer with deep neural architectures
with 5 hidden layers. Long-span temporal patterns, previously
proven useful for automatic language recognition [9], have been
here successfully applied to a LVCSR task. Furthermore, it has
been proven that by arranging DNNs in a hierarchical structure
to model long-term energy trajectories, the word recognition ac-
curacy can be significantly enhanced, and the bestWER of 5.2%
has been reported on the WSJ0 task using a ANN-HMM hybrid
system. We believe that such a neural architecture can play a
major rule also in detection-based approach to ASR [23].
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